
Using Cebo-MSA64(W) in ProfiLab
Expert

This document describes how to access Cebo-MSA64(W)
devices from ProfiLab Expert.
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Common information

Common information
The interface from ProfiLab Expert to the Cebo MSA API allows to read information of 
sensors A1, B2, C3, D4, E5, F6, G7 and H8, which is the diagonal line across the 8x8 
grid on which the sensors are placed. There are two modes supported:

● Raw mode: Sensor values are an intensity in range of 0 - 120%. 
Each sensor can be configured using its own intensity.

● Calibration mode: A calibration file, generated using Cebo MSA 
CAL lite, is used to transform intensities to physical values.

Library look up behavior
The ProfiLab Expert interface consists of three DLL files. The DLL to import into the 
project is cebomsa-profilab-X.X.dll. This library requires the Cebo MSA base library 
cebomsa-X.X-x86.dll. As USB communication is handled using the open source 
libusb library, the base library itself needs to load libusb-1.0.dll.

ProfiLab Expert stores the path to the top level DLL as full path in its project. It is unlike 
that this will fail to load, other than the file is really not accessible or corrupted. But it is 
common that loading this file fails due to its dependencies could not be found. The 
places where the DLL's are searched for is described on this Website.

A good way to handle this, is to place cebomsa-X.X-x86.dll and libusb-1.0.dll into the 
ProfiLab Expert installation directory, next to ProfiLab40.exe. This works well when 
directly working with ProfiLab Expert. In the case of the Compile feature, ProfiLab 
Expert already puts cebomsa-profilab-1.0.dll in the output folder. Copying the other 
two dependencies into the same folder completes the standalone project configuration.
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https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/ms682586(v=vs.85).aspx


Usage information

Usage information
The interface uses the DLL Import feature that ProfiLab Expert offers as control to 
enhance its library. Follow the steps below to add a single instance.
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Find DLL import in this section and add it.

From the controls properties ...
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... add the cebomsa-profilab-1.0.dll.



Interface configuration

Interface configuration
Clicking on the Configure ... button in the controls properties opens the configuration 
dialog.

The most important setting is the choice of the device to use. If a Cebo-MSA64 is 
connected via USB, First USB device has to be used. In case a Cebo-MSA64W is 
accessible on the current network, Ethernet device must be selected. This requires the
input field next to it must be filled with the IP address.

If a calibration file from Cebo MSA CAL lite should be used, this can be loaded using 
the Select file button below. The configuration is loaded every time the simulation gets 
started. So if the file is updated in Cebo MSA CAL lite, restarting the process inside 
ProfiLab Expert is enough to update the contents. The Reset button returns to raw 
mode behavior and removes the link to the calibration file.
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Configure the interface using the dialog.



Behavior

Behavior
As mentioned above, the control can act in two different modes.

General
In both modes, the control has a HasError signal and an Error description (string). The 
has error signal is 0.0 as long as no error has been detected, while the error string is 
empty in this case. If an error occurs, the error signal switches to 5.0 and the error 
string contains a descriptive information about the error, e.g. that the connection to the 
device has been lost. In the current implementation, restarting the simulation is the only 
way to clear the error.

On the input side, the Average input can be used to calculate a mean value from the 
last N samples. If unconnected, ProfiLab Expert sets this value to five, so the last five 
frames are used for the calculation.

Raw mode
This mode is active if no calibration file is active. The control has eight sensitivity (Sens)
inputs and eight Sensor outputs. A modification on the sensitivity directly affects the 
assigned sensor behavior. Sensitivities are valid in range of 0-63 and should be 
defaulted to 31. The sensor outputs emit the current intensity in range of 0-120 %.

Calibration mode
In calibration mode, the transformation of the sensor intensity to physical values is 
bound to a specific sensitivity (which is stored in the calibration configuration), so those 
inputs are hidden. On the output side, all sensors with calibration points output the 
transformed value, while the others just output the intensity like in raw mode.
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Example application

Example application
The API includes the PenPlotter example for Cebo-MSA64 devices.

This example application displays the values of sensor A1, B2, C3 and D4 in the upper 
part of the window. The pen plotter directly below can be started by clicking on the red 
record button in the control section. More information about this control can be found in 
the ProfiLab Expert documentation.
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CEBO-MSA64 PenPlotter in action.



Copyright Notice

Copyright Notice
This file contains confidential and proprietary information of Cesys GmbH and is 
protected under international copyright and other intellectual property laws.

Disclaimer
This disclaimer is not a license and does not grant any rights to the materials distributed
herewith. Except as otherwise provided in a valid license issued to you by Cesys, and to
the maximum extent permitted by applicable law:

(1) THESE MATERIALS ARE MADE AVAILABLE "AS IS" AND WITH ALL FAULTS, 
AND CESYS HEREBY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS, 
EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR FITNESS FOR 
ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE;
and
(2) Cesys shall not be liable (whether in contract or tort, including negligence, or under 
any other theory of liability) for any loss or damage of any kind or nature related to, 
arising under or in connection with these materials, including for any direct, or any 
indirect, special, incidental, or consequential loss or damage (including loss of data, 
profits, goodwill, or any type of loss or damage suffered as a result of any action 
brought by a third party) even if such damage or loss was reasonably foreseeable or 
Cesys had been advised of the possibility of the same.

CRITICAL APPLICATIONS
CESYS products are not designed or intended to be fail-safe, or for use in any 
application requiring fail-safe performance, such as life-support or safety devices or 
systems, Class III medical devices, nuclear facilities, applications related to the 
deployment of airbags, or any other applications that could lead to death, personal 
injury, or severe property or environmental damage (individually and collectively, 
"Critical Applications"). Customer assumes the sole risk and liability of any use of Cesys
products in Critical Applications, subject only to applicable laws and regulations 
governing limitations on product liability.

THIS COPYRIGHT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER MUST BE RETAINED AS PART OF 
THIS FILE AT ALL TIMES.
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Copyright Notice

Address
CESYS Gesellschaft für angewandte Mikroelektronik mbH
Gustav-Hertz-Str. 4
D - 91074 Herzogenaurach
Germany
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Revision history

Revision history

Version Date Comment Author Approved
1.0 Jan, 20 2017 Initial release th th
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